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ABSTRACT 
 
 The purpose of this study to determine the problem that have been faced by customers 
when using streamyx and action taken by TM to overcome complains and to suggest the 
alternative way to overcome such complaint that reported by customers. The number of TM 
customers in 2009 all around Malaysia is 1,712,909 and the number of complain received by 
TM is 20,933. The study shown the streamyx complain received from July 2009 until Dec 
2009 all around Malaysia. There are 8 type of complain that have been reported by the 
customers such as difficult to connect (DSL blinking, DSL off), connected but cannot 
browse, frequent disconnection/ intermittent, no dial tone, Line is busy, slow connection, 
general - complain on service quality, and termination not satisfied with service. The highest 
complain that reported by customers is difficult to connect which is 10034 complain. 
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